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21.03 GREEN WEDGE 

 

21.03-1 Overview 

 The Yarra Ranges Green Wedge forms part of the series of green wedge areas that 
surround the Melbourne Metropolitan area.  It merges into adjoining green wedge 

areas in the municipalities of Nillumbik, Manningham, Casey and Cardinia. 

 The scenic rural landscapes of the Yarra Ranges Green Wedge support a rich 

biodiversity as well as extensive areas of productive agricultural land. 

 These attributes of the Green Wedge provide the basis for its primary values of: 

. maintaining a healthy biodiversity 

. protecting valued rural landscapes 

. supporting sustainable agriculture. 

 These primary values of the Green Wedge are what makes it attractive for other uses 

such as rural lifestyle residential, tourism and recreation. 

 The relatively reliable rainfall and favourable soil conditions in many parts of Yarra 
Ranges Green Wedge have traditionally supported a strong agricultural sector.  

 The scenic landscapes of the Green Wedge and its proximity to the Melbourne 

Metropolitan area provide opportunities for people to visit rural areas and they have 

long attracted people seeking rural lifestyles. 

 Many speculative residential subdivisions were created in the Dandenong Ranges 

and some sections of the Upper Yarra Valley before the introduction of effective 

planning controls.  

 The approval of the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Regional Strategy 

Plan in 1982 led to the introduction of a strict regime of subdivision control which 
has limited the further subdivision of rural land. 

 Despite the extent of earlier rural lot subdivision and fragmentation of large 

landholdings, the Yarra Ranges Green Wedge has retained a strong rural character 

and still supports a significant agricultural sector. 

 A series of compact towns are located in the Yarra Ranges Green Wedge and these 

provide important facilities and services for local residents, businesses and visitors.  

The Green Wedge provides a rural setting which separates these towns and is 

important to their character and identity. 

 Rural industries that support and add value to agricultural activities are scattered 

throughout the Green Wedge.  

 The Green Wedge also includes a variety of businesses linked to tourist related 

activities.  These include visitor accommodation providers, wineries, restaurants and 

cafes. 

 Many of these businesses have a direct association with agricultural activities 

especially in the wine growing areas and areas of forestry activity. 

21.03-2 Green Wedge land use categories 

 The range of physical characteristics combined with the long history of rural land 

subdivision has created a complex land use and settlement pattern in the Yarra 

Ranges Green Wedge. 

 The strategies and policies of this planning scheme have been structured in a form 

that recognises three broad categories of Green Wedge land use and settlement. 
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 The complexity of this land use and settlement pattern cannot be adequately 

represented on maps.  The assessment of individual land use proposals within the 

Green Wedge will require consideration of the relevant Land Use and Settlement 

category that applies to the land. 

 The characteristics of each category are set out in the following table. 

Table 1  Green Wedge land use and settlement categories 

Category Characteristics 

Productive Agricultural 
Areas 

Areas where: 

 Lots are generally greater than 4 hectares in intensively 

cultivated areas, or 10 hectares in other areas 

 Most lots are cleared and sown with pasture grasses or 

managed for horticulture 

 Most lots are currently used for agriculture or have 

realistic potential to be used for horticulture, livestock 

grazing or other forms of productive agriculture. 

Rural Landscape Areas Areas where: 

 Lot sizes are generally greater than 2 hectares 

 Most lots have been at least partially cleared of 

indigenous vegetation 

 Most lots are used for residential purposes in a rural 

environment 

 Very few lots are used for productive agriculture 

(meaning lots of more than 4 hectares that are used for 

horticultural production or lots of more than 10 

hectares that are predominantly cleared and sown with 

pasture grasses). 

Rural Residential Areas Areas where: 

 Lots sizes are generally between 0.1 hectares and 2 

hectares 

 Most lots are used for residential purposes in a heavily 

treed environment 

 Very few lots are used for productive agriculture 

(meaning lots of more than 4 hectares that are used for 
horticultural production or lots of more than 10 

hectares that are predominantly cleared and sown with 

pasture grasses) 

 Many of the existing lots have been created by the 

consolidation of smaller lots under subdivision 

restructure and tenement requirements of previous 

planning schemes.  

These areas are mostly concentrated in the Dandenong 

Ranges although pockets exist in other localities. 
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21.03-3 Agriculture 

Key issues 

 The Yarra Ranges Green Wedge is an important agricultural resource due to its 

proximity to the Melbourne metropolitan area, the extent of its productive 

agricultural land area and the agricultural infrastructure that supports it. 

 Agriculture remains a significant industry in Yarra Ranges with approximately 
30,000 hectares of land being used for farming purposes.  Additional cleared areas 

retain potential for future productive agricultural use. 

 Livestock grazing especially for beef cattle breeding and fattening is the dominant 

agricultural activity in the areas of cleared pastures. 

 Horticultural activities including nursery plant production, floriculture, wine grape 

growing and orcharding have become an increasingly important part of the mix of 

agricultural activities.  

 Projected climate changes are likely to result in greater demand for agricultural land 

in areas such as the Yarra Valley that have more reliable access to water. Water 

security and biosecurity are important issues in the rural sector. 

 Agricultural economics are dynamic and the resource of potentially productive 

agricultural land needs to be able to adapt to changing market conditions and 
production techniques. 

 High agricultural land values reduce the opportunities to assemble large land 

holdings and tend to result in more intensive forms of agriculture. 

 Leasehold arrangements are likely to become an increasingly significant way of 

assembling productive agricultural land parcels. 

 The scenic attributes of the Green Wedge will continue to attract strong interest 

from people seeking a rural residential lifestyle and commercial interest in 

businesses catering for tourists. 

 The demand from people seeking a rural residential lifestyle has potential to further 

erode the resource of productive agricultural land. 

 The pressures for more commercial and residential development in the Green 
Wedge need to be managed so they do not undermine the role of agriculture in the 

Yarra Ranges Green Wedge. 

Objective 

To provide a secure, long term future for productive and sustainable agriculture within the 

Green Wedge. 

Strategies 

1.1 Retain agricultural production as the predominant land use on cleared land in 

established farming areas where there are no over-riding environmental values that 

impose a greater priority. 

1.2 Manage the resource of productive agricultural land for the long term so that it 

remains adaptable to the evolving needs of agricultural enterprises.  Encourage best 

agricultural practice.  

1.3 Encourage intensive horticulture in locations where intensive farming is a 

characteristic of the local landscape and environmental and amenity impacts are 

addressed. 

1.4 Provide for intensive horticulture in other locations where abundant water supply is 

readily available and where environmental and amenity impacts are addressed. 
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1.5 Provide for the sale and consumption of primary produce, including processed 

goods made substantially from the primary produce, in conjunction with agricultural 

production carried out on the land. 

1.6 Ensure that intensive animal husbandry operations are only established on sites that 

are large enough to contain all adverse off site effects. 

1.7 Discourage land uses that would conflict with ongoing farming activities in 
Productive Agricultural Areas. 

1.8 Support arrangements where agricultural producers lease adjoining or nearby land in 

order to extend areas of productive agriculture. 

1.9 Protect water resources that are potentially available for agricultural use. 

1.10 Maximise opportunities to use recycled waste water for agricultural purposes. 

Implementation 

The strategies for Agriculture will be implemented through the planning scheme by: 

Policy guidelines – Intensive animal production  

Applications to use land for intensive animal husbandry such as cattle feedlots, piggeries, 
dairy farms,  poultry farms and poultry hatcheries  must demonstrate that:  

 The site provides sufficient area to ensure that the proposed buildings and vehicle 

access are adequately screened and separated from any adjoining residential uses, 

waterways or any other sensitive environmental features or land uses. 

 The site has direct access to a constructed road that can accommodate the level of 

traffic likely to be generated by the proposed use. 

 The proposed development can be integrated into the rural landscape without 

detriment to the landscape character of the area and will not require the removal of 

significant vegetation. 

 The site is capable of accommodating the proposed use without detracting from the 

amenity of any existing houses on nearby land. 

 The site does not contain a soil resource that would otherwise be significant for 

productive agricultural purposes. 

 All effluent generated by the proposed use can be satisfactorily treated and disposed 

of on site. 

Policy guidelines – Primary produce sales 

Applications to use land for primary produce sales must demonstrate that:  

 The goods sold are sourced from primary produce that is predominantly grown on 

the land. 

 Any building used for the sale of primary produce will be of a design and scale that 

maintains the overall appearance of the land as a farm. 

 The site has direct access to a constructed road that can accommodate the level of 

traffic likely to be generated by the proposed use. 

 The site is capable of accommodating the proposed use without detracting from the 

amenity of any existing houses on nearby land. 

Zones and overlays 

Applying the Green Wedge Zone to rural areas that predominantly include land suitable for 

productive agricultural and rural landscape living purposes. 

Applying the Green Wedge A Zone to areas that are predominantly used for rural 
residential purposes. 
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Applying the Rural Conservation Zone to rural areas that predominantly contain areas of 

privately owned bushland. 

Applying subdivision controls through Schedules to the Green Wedge zones to minimise 

the further fragmentation of productive agricultural land and other rural areas. 

Local policy 

Applying the policy in Clause 22.02 Dwellings in Green Wedge Areas, to minimise 

potential conflicts between agricultural and residential activities. 

21.03-4 Rural industry 

Key issues 

 Retaining a sustainable agricultural industry in the Yarra Ranges Green Wedge 
requires rural industries that offer services and facilities which support local 

agriculture. 

 Many of these rural industries provide important agricultural services such as 

specialised transport, produce storage, processing of primary produce and 

mechanical repairs. 

 The operation of rural industries can have an adverse effect on nearby sensitive land 

uses. 

 The Green Wedge is an inappropriate location for industrial uses that are not 

associated with agriculture or other rural activities. 

Objective 

To accommodate within Green Wedge areas, rural industries and other infrastructure that 

support the ongoing use of rural land for agriculture. 

Strategies 

1.1 Provide for rural industry in Green Wedge Zones, only where it is located within or 

adjoining an area of productive agricultural activity and it comprises one of the 

following: 

. the service,  repair or supply of equipment or materials predominantly used 

in agricultural production in the surrounding area 

. the storage, packing and, or value added processing of primary produce that 

is predominantly sourced from the surrounding area. 

1.2 Ensure any rural industry does not adversely affect the amenity of the surrounding 

area or generate any adverse offsite emissions. 

1.3 Discourage rural industry in Rural Conservation Zones or Green Wedge A Zones. 

Implementation 

The strategies for Rural industry will be implemented through the planning scheme by: 

Policy guidelines – Rural industry 

Applications to use land for a Rural industry in the Yarra Ranges Green Wedge must 
demonstrate that: 

 The proposed development can be integrated into the rural landscape without 

detriment to the landscape character of the area and will not require the removal of 

indigenous vegetation. 
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 The site is capable of accommodating the proposed use without detracting from the 

residential amenity of any nearby land. 

 The site provides sufficient area to ensure that the proposed buildings and vehicle 

access are adequately screened and separated from any adjoining residential uses, 

waterways or any other sensitive environmental features or land uses. 

 The site has direct access to a constructed road that can accommodate the level of 

traffic likely to be generated by the proposed use. 

 All effluent generated by the proposed use can be satisfactorily treated and disposed 

of on site. 

Zones and overlays 

Applying the Green Wedge Zone to provide discretion to permit rural industries that 

support productive agricultural use in the surrounding area. 

21.03-5 Tourism in the Green Wedge  

Key issues 

 The Yarra Ranges Green Wedge contains many tourist destinations including its 
winegrowing areas, national parks, State forests,  recreational trails, golf courses 

and well known attractions such as the Puffing Billy Railway and the Healesville 

Wildlife Sanctuary. 

 Tourism is an important industry in Yarra Ranges encompassing a wide range of 

businesses including visitor accommodation, restaurants, wineries and tour 

operators. 

 Commercial land uses associated with tourist activities can create business 

opportunities that broaden the economic base of rural towns. 

 Tourism related businesses are a significant source of local employment in Yarra 

Ranges with many of these jobs being located in Green Wedge areas. 

 Most of Yarra Ranges’ tourism businesses are located in Green Wedge areas where 

the combination of scenic landscapes, rich biodiversity and abundant agricultural 
produce attract many visitors. 

 The economic benefits from tourism activity in Yarra Ranges could be increased if a 

higher proportion of visitors were for overnight stays rather than day trips. 

 The maintenance of a sustainable tourism industry in Yarra Ranges will require a 

diversity of tourist experiences. 

 Some forms of tourist facilities can have adverse impacts on other Green Wedge 

values. 

 The development of further tourism related businesses in the Green Wedge will 

need to support the primary values of protecting biodiversity, agriculture and valued 

landscapes. 

Objective 

To provide for a variety of sustainable tourist oriented businesses that reinforce the primary 

values of the Yarra Ranges Green Wedge and contribute to the local economy. 

Strategies 

Tourism in Green Wedge towns 

1.1 Encourage tourist related businesses such as visitor accommodation, restaurants, 

cafes and function centres to locate in established towns where they can help 

support local businesses and provide local employment. 
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1.2 Encourage the provision of backpacker style budget accommodation within or 

adjoining town centres that offer a range of accommodation services for guests and 

convenient access to areas of productive agriculture. 

Tourism in rural areas 

1.1 Provide for tourist oriented businesses such as visitor accommodation, restaurants, 

cafes and function centres to locate on sites in productive agricultural areas or in 
rural landscape areas if they will operate in conjunction with either: 

. productive agriculture on the land 

. the improved management of natural systems on the land. 

1.2 Discourage additional tourist oriented businesses in rural residential areas. 

1.3 Provide for on farm seasonal accommodation for people assisting with fruit picking 

and other agricultural work carried out on the land and nearby properties. 

1.4 Discourage tourist oriented businesses on sites that are subject to significant 

environmental hazards. 

Implementation 

The strategies for Tourism in the Green Wedge will be implemented through the planning 

scheme by: 

Policy guidelines – Tourist businesses 
 

General guidelines 
 

Applications to use land in Green Wedge areas for tourist related businesses such as visitor 

accommodation, restaurants, cafes and function centres must demonstrate that the proposal 

will: 

 not result in the significant loss of productive agricultural land 

 retain the predominant rural character of the area 

 be located on a site that is large enough to provide a rural landscape setting for the 

proposed development  

 avoid adverse impacts on the amenity of nearby residents  

 avoid adverse impacts on adjoining or nearby farming operations 

 manage public access and visitor numbers so that the increased human activity will 

not threaten any flora and fauna habitat on the land or adjoining land 

 enable all effluent generated by the facility to be treated and contained on the land 

 have direct access to a sealed road, or that the available road access is adequate for 

the anticipated traffic levels 

 avoid fire prone locations where vehicle access during bushfire events would be 

unsafe 

 avoid flood prone locations where vehicle access during flood events would be 

unsafe 

 avoid sites that are unsuitable for development because of landslip risk. 

The following policy guidelines apply in addition to those specified above. 
 

Tourism related facilities in Green Wedge towns 

Any application to use land in rural towns for new visitor accommodation, restaurants or 

other tourist related businesses should: 

 be located within or adjoining the established town centre, or 
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 be located on sites which are large enough to avoid adverse impacts on the amenity 

of residential or other sensitive land uses on adjoining or nearby land 

 positively contribute to the built form character of the area 

 protect and enhance any significant environmental features on the site. 

Productive agricultural areas 
 
Any application for a tourist oriented business in productive agricultural areas must 

demonstrate that the proposal will: 

 be operated in conjunction with farming activities conducted on the land or 

adjoining land 

 be integrated with any other tourist facilities on the land 

 maintain the overall appearance of the land as a farming property in a rural 

landscape. 

Rural landscape areas 
 

Any application for a tourist oriented business in rural landscape areas must be on a site 

that comprises, or adjoins, mostly uncleared bushland.  The proposal must demonstrate that 

it will: 

 offer opportunities to interact with the natural environment on the land or adjoining 

land 

 retain any significant natural environmental features on the site 

 appear as an unobtrusive element in a predominantly rural landscape. 

Rural residential areas 

Any application for a tourist oriented business in rural residential areas must demonstrate 

that the proposal: 

 will either: 

. provide for the ongoing use and adaptation of established tourist oriented 

businesses on the land, or 

. comprise new visitor accommodation facilities within unobtrusive structures that 
retain the visual dominance of vegetation over building structures.  

Accommodation facilities that utilise existing buildings are preferred. 

 will not impact on the rural residential amenity of the area. 

Any other tourist oriented businesses are discouraged in rural residential areas. 

Host farms 

Any application to use land in Green Wedge areas for a Host farm must demonstrate that 

there is a substantive farming activity conducted on the land and that the visitor 

accommodation will be ancillary to it. 

Markets 

Any application to use land in Green Wedge areas for a Market must: 

 Be predominantly used for the sale of locally grown produce or goods made 

substantially from primary produce 

 Be located on a site that is used for an established tourist oriented business 

 Utilise existing infrastructure such as car parking, access areas and visitor amenities. 

Place of assembly (commercial outdoor entertainment venues) 

Any application to use Green Wedge land on a regular basis for outdoor entertainment 

events that cater for fee paying audiences, must demonstrate that the land will: 
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 be large enough to accommodate events without adverse impacts on the amenity of 

the surrounding area 

 have direct access to a sealed road within a Road Zone and be able to provide safe 

and efficient access for traffic associated with the event 

 be used predominantly for agricultural purposes when events are not being 

conducted at the venue 

 be managed in a way that retains the rural landscape character of the area when 

events are not being conducted at the venue 

 retain the long term opportunity for the land to revert to agricultural use. 

Any outdoor events conducted on the land must be managed in accordance with an event 

management plan that has been prepared to the satisfaction of the responsible authority. 

21.03-6 Other Green Wedge land uses 

Key issues 

 The large landholdings and relatively lower land values in Green Wedge areas can 

attract uses with large land area requirements that are seeking to relocate from urban 

areas. 

 Some of these land uses can create difficulties in Green Wedge areas by introducing 

potential conflicts with agricultural practices and rural amenity. 

Objective 

To provide for non farm related land uses that reinforce the primary values of the Yarra 

Ranges Green Wedge. 

Strategies 

1.1 Limit the use of rural land for purposes other than those related to agriculture, rural 

industry, tourist oriented businesses or dwellings. 

1.2 Encourage proposals for Education centres, Golf course or Places of worship to 

preferably locate on sites adjoining the Urban Growth Boundary where they can 

provide an effective transition between urban and rural activities. 

Implementation 

The strategies for Other Green Wedge land uses will be implemented through the planning 
scheme by: 

Policy guidelines 
 

General guidelines 
 

Applications for proposals to use land in Green Wedge areas for Golf courses, Education 

centres, Places of worship or other non agricultural, tourist related or dwelling uses must 

demonstrate that the proposal will: 

. not have a significant adverse impact on the continuation of productive agricultural 

land use on adjoining or nearby land 

. retain the predominant rural character of the area 

. be located on a site that is large enough to provide a rural landscape setting for the 
proposed development  

. avoid adverse impacts on the amenity of nearby residents 
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. retain any significant habitat for indigenous flora and fauna on the site and achieve 

sustainable improvements to the quality of that habitat 

. enable all effluent generated by the facility to be treated and contained on the land 

. have direct access to a sealed road, or that the available road access is adequate for 

the anticipated traffic levels 

. avoid fire prone locations where vehicle access during bushfire events would be 
unsafe 

. avoid flood prone locations where vehicle access during flood events would be 

unsafe 

. avoid sites that are unsuitable for development because of landslip risk. 

The following policy guidelines apply in addition to those specified above.  

Outdoor recreation facilities 

Any proposal for a Golf course or other Outdoor recreation facility should: 

. be located on a site adjoining the Urban Growth Boundary where it can provide an 

effective transition between urban and rural activities. 

. appear as an unobtrusive element in a predominantly rural landscape. 

. have direct access to a sealed road within a Road Zone Category 1 or 2 and be able 

to provide safe and efficient access for traffic associated with the use. 

Places of worship 

Any proposal for a Place of worship should: 

. be located on a site that has an area of at least 10 hectares. 

. be operated in conjunction with farming activities conducted on the same or 
adjoining land or offer opportunities to interact with the natural environment on the 

land or adjoining land 

. appear as an unobtrusive element in a predominantly rural landscape 

. have direct access to a sealed road within a Road Zone Category 1 and be able to 

provide safe and efficient access for traffic associated with the use. 

Education centre  

Any proposal for an Education centre should be located adjoining the Urban Growth 

Boundary of a rural town, or meet all of the following requirements: 

. be on a site that has an area of at least 20 hectares 

. be operated in conjunction with farming activities conducted on the same or 

adjoining land or offer opportunities to interact with the natural environment on the 

land or adjoining land 

. appear as an unobtrusive element in a predominantly rural landscape. 

21.03-7 Green Wedge dwellings 

Key Issues 

 It is estimated that there are approximately 2,400 existing vacant lots scattered 

throughout the Yarra Ranges’ Green Wedge. 

 Speculative land subdivisions approved before the introduction of effective planning 

controls have created many lots that are subject to significant development constraints 

and exposure to environmental hazards. 

 Many landowners expect to ultimately be able to use their vacant lot for a dwelling 

despite these development constraints. 
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 Proposals to replace an existing dwelling with a new dwelling on a different part of the 

lot can result in adverse impacts on productive agriculture or the environment. 

 Additional non farm dwellings in areas of productive agriculture can lead to conflicts 

with agricultural producers over amenity and land management issues.  They can also 
contribute to increasing land values that undermine the viability of some agricultural 

activities. 

Objective  

To provide for additional dwellings that are compatible with the primary values of the 

Yarra Ranges Green Wedge. 

Strategies 

1.1 Ensure that all proposals for additional dwellings in Green Wedge areas have regard 

to the: 

. primary values of the Green Wedge  

. characteristics of the land and the surrounding area 

. impact of the proposal on environmental and landscape values 

. risks imposed by any environmental hazards that may affect the land. 

1.2 Discourage any proposals for additional dwellings in productive agricultural areas 

that would have an adverse impact on farming operations or significantly reduce the 

extent of land available for productive agricultural use 

1.3 Provide for additional dwellings on vacant lots in rural landscape areas. 

1.4 Limit the opportunities for additional dwellings in rural residential areas to larger 

lots or land parcels created through the restructure or consolidation of small lots in 
old subdivisions. 

Implementation 

The strategies for Green Wedge dwellings will be implemented through the planning 

scheme by: 

Zones and overlays 

Applying the Green Wedge Zone to rural areas that predominantly include land suitable for 

productive agricultural and rural landscape living purposes. 

Applying the Green Wedge A Zone to areas that are predominantly used for rural 

residential purposes. 

Applying the Rural Conservation Zone to rural areas that predominantly contain areas of 
privately owned bushland. 

Applying the Restructure Overlay to require the consolidation of inappropriately small lots 

in old subdivisions. 

Applying the Specific Control Overlay to identify lots which may be part of a tenement. 

Local policy 

Applying the policy in Clause 22.02 Dwellings in Green Wedge Areas, to ensure that the 

assessment of proposals for additional dwellings has regard to primary values of the Green 

Wedge. 

21.03-8 Green Wedge subdivision 
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 State and Local planning policies have consistently limited the opportunities for 

additional residential development in the Yarra Ranges Green Wedge. 

 Current planning controls provide scope for further rural subdivision in some Yarra 

Ranges Green Wedge localities. 

 Agricultural practices need to be able to adjust to constantly changing economic and 

climatic conditions. 

 Subdivision to create additional lots in farming areas can lead to: 

. further fragmentation and reduction in the capacity of productive agricultural land 

. potential conflicts between non farming residents and agricultural producers. 

 Investment in agriculture and rural based tourist facilities is dependent on certainty 

about the long term future of the area for productive agriculture.  It can be threatened 

by speculation about changes to subdivision controls. 

 Many areas within the Green Wedge are subject to environmental hazards and physical 

constraints.  Subdivision to create additional lots in these areas can increase the number 

of dwellings and residents that are exposed to risks such as bushfire, flooding or 

landslip. 

 Subdivision to create additional lots in remote localities can increase the number of 

dwellings and residents in areas with poor access to services and community 

infrastructure. 

 Minimising opportunities for further residential subdivision in the Yarra Ranges Green 
Wedge encourages urban renewal opportunities on more sustainable development sites 

within suburban areas and rural towns. 

 The resubdivision of existing lots can provide opportunities for improved land 

management. 

Objectives 

To provide for the subdivision of land that is compatible with the primary values of the 

Yarra Ranges Green Wedge. 

Strategies 

1.1 Limit the opportunity to create additional lots in Green Wedge Areas. 

1.2 Ensure that any subdivisions which create new lots are based on an assessment of 

the: 

. characteristics of the site and its surroundings 

. anticipated use of the proposed lots 

. land capability of each of the proposed lots to support the anticipated future 

land use. 

1.3 Discourage subdivisions that are likely to result in land use and development which 
would adversely affect the agricultural capability, environmental quality, rural 

landscape character or amenity of the area. 

1.4 Discourage subdivisions that create additional lots in remote or poorly serviced 

locations. 

1.5 Discourage subdivisions that will result in an increased number of dwellings on 

sites subject to significant environmental hazards. 

1.6 Provide for the resubdivision of existing lots where the revised layout of lots and 

potential dwelling sites achieves an improved response to the primary values of the 

Yarra Ranges Green Wedge. 
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1.7 Encourage the restructuring and consolidation of lots in old and inappropriate 

subdivisions in areas that are affected by significant environmental constraints or 

hazards. 

Implementation 

The strategies for Green Wedge subdivision will be implemented through the planning 

scheme by: 

Policy guidelines 

General guidelines 
 
Any application to subdivide land in a Green Wedge Zone, Rural Conservation Zone or 

Green Wedge A Zone must demonstrate that each lot will: 

 Have access provided by an all weather road with dimensions adequate to 

accommodate emergency vehicles. 

 Be connected to a reticulated sewerage system.  Where connection to a reticulated 

sewerage system is not available, the subdivision proposal must be able to show 

how waste water will be treated and retained on site in accordance with the State 
Environment Protection Policy (Waters of Victoria) under the Environment 

Protection Act 1970. 

 Be connected to a reticulated potable water supply or have an alternative potable 

water supply with adequate storage for domestic use as well as for fire fighting 

purposes. 

 Be connected to a reticulated electricity supply or have an alternative energy source. 

 Contain a building envelope in which any new dwellings and associated structures 

are to be constructed.  The building envelope must be sited to avoid: 

. prominent ridgelines, hilltops and other visually exposed areas 

. the removal of significant vegetation 

. land that would be unsuitable for a dwelling because of landslip, bushfire or 

flood risk. 

 Be able to be serviced by access roads and reticulated service connections that avoid 

the need to remove significant vegetation or require significant earthworks. 

Guidelines for subdivision in Productive agricultural areas 
 
Any application to subdivide land in a productive agricultural area must: 

 identify the location of any future dwelling having regard to the need to maximise 

the productive agricultural potential of the land 

 not result in a net loss in the extent of land with potential for productive agricultural 

use 

 demonstrate that the proposed lot will: 

. be capable of being used for productive agriculture 

. not reduce the availability of water resources for productive agriculture 

. not create a small lot with a non farm dwelling site that may conflict with 

productive agricultural activities on adjoining or nearby land. 

Guidelines for subdivision in Bushfire Management Overlay areas 
 
Any application to subdivide land in a Bushfire Management Overlay must not: 
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 result in additional dwellings on sites where vehicle access to the nearest road in a 

Road Zone would be through tree lined roadsides that are likely to be unsafe during 

bushfire events 

 create building envelopes on bushland sites that would require the removal of 

significant vegetation in order to meet the defendable space requirements of the 

Overlay 

 provide underground electricity to any new lots. 

Guidelines for subdivision in Land Subject to Inundation Overlay areas 
 
Any application to subdivide land in a Land Subject to Inundation Overlay must not: 

 result in additional dwellings or other land uses that would require access through 

land that is subject to flooding 

 require significant earthworks to accommodate the proposed use of the land unless 

the earthworks will result in a net improvement in the management of floodwater 

and wildlife habitat of the land. 

Guidelines for subdivision in Environmental Significance Overlay areas 
 

Any application to subdivide land in an Environmental Significance Overlay: 

 must not create additional lots that would require the removal of vegetation from 

land that has been identified as a core habitat area under the overlay to provide for 

building envelopes, vehicle access, reticulated services or boundary fences 

 must demonstrate that the proposed subdivision would lead to improved 

management of indigenous vegetation or wetland habitat on the land. 

Guidelines for subdivision in Erosion Management Overlay areas 
 
Any application to subdivide land in an Erosion Management Overlay must not create 

additional lots where building envelopes would be located on land that, in the opinion of a 

geotechnical practitioner, is: 

 steeper than 20 per cent in tertiary basalt areas 

 are steeper than 30 per cent in all other areas 

 exhibit evidence of possible or past landsliding on or immediately adjoining to the 

site. 

Guidelines for resubdivision of existing lots 
 
In addition to the other relevant provisions of these guidelines, any application to 
resubdivide land must demonstrate that the proposed subdivision will result in: 

 no more dwellings on the land than would be possible under the current subdivision 

layout. 

 a better response to these policy guidelines than would be the case if the current 

subdivision layout was retained. 

Any lots in the current subdivision layout that are undevelopable due to their small size, 

lack of established road access or other major physical constraints, are to be disregarded in 

calculating the number of dwellings that could be established on the land. 

Zones and overlays 

Applying the Green Wedge Zone to rural areas that predominantly include land suitable for 

productive agricultural and rural landscape living purposes. 

Applying the Green Wedge A Zone to areas that are predominantly used for rural 

residential purposes. 
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Applying the Rural Conservation Zone to rural areas that predominantly contain areas of 

privately owned bushland. 

Applying subdivision controls through schedules to the various Green Wedge zones. 

Reference documents 

Yarra Ranges Green Wedge Management Plan Yarra Ranges Council July 2010  

Vision 2020 by Design Planisphere Consultants July 2008 

 


